FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Access Networks Adds Ben Jurow as Territory Sales Manager, East
Encino, CA, January 25th, 2017 – Access Networks (accessca.com), the premier provider of enterprisegrade networking solutions for residential integration, has announced the appointment of Ben Jurow,
Territory Sales Manager, East effective immediately. Jurow had previously been with Savant Systems
and was a control systems programmer for integration firms in the New York area prior to his stint with
Savant. Jurow brings a strong technical background as well as a keen awareness of the smart home
marketplace to his role at Access Networks.
Jurow’s experience working with leading home automation platforms and connected technologies has
impressed upon him the importance of a well-engineered, stable network as the foundation for any
smart home. “I have seen firsthand that advanced control and automation solutions work significantly
better and more reliably when supported by a robust network,” stated Jurow. “I am excited for the
opportunity to strengthen existing partnerships and enhance the overall level of service to integrators in
the region,” he added.
Jurow will be based on Long Island, New York covering the US east of the Mississippi River. His
appointment coincides with the grand opening later this year of an Access Networks facility in Easton,
PA, providing support to integrators located in the eastern half of the US. “We are confident that Ben
will deliver the level of service that integrators have come to expect from Access Networks,” said Bryce
Nordstrand, Access Networks CSO. “Ben’s technical expertise and knowledge of the landscape will be an
asset in the region and give us an opportunity to address increased demand for our products in the
territory,” he added.
Ben Jurow can be contacted at: ben.jurow@accessca.com / (646) 801-1010
ARTWORK CLICK HERE
Access Networks is the leading provider of pre-programmed, enterprise-grade networking solutions for the CE Space. Since
2003, Access Networks’ certified team of IT and AV professionals has designed and maintained networking solutions that are
customized to handle the complex needs of the automated residence. Utilizing the best enterprise-grade hardware, Access
Networks works directly with custom integrators around the globe to provide their clients with a best-in-class solution, and first
class service and support. Learn more at accessca.com
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